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Background

Lighthouse is a lived-experience-led peer support group, currently operating in four locations across Cornwall. The Lighthouse team is made up of four lived experience practitioners: a registered nurse and three peer support workers. They run groups for people who experience strong emotions; and may manage these feelings using self-harm, drink, drugs, and/or thoughts to end their lives. Often, the people who make up the Lighthouse membership have experienced abuse or trauma and, as a result of their experiences and the ways they cope, they are sometimes labelled with a personality disorder diagnosis.

Since Lewis and Appleby (1988), a national conversation around the usefulness (and potential harmfulness) of personality disorder as a label has persisted. Diagnostically aligned descriptions of difficulty are making way for deeper understandings around the prevalence of early trauma and its role in life-long health outcomes (Felitti, 1998). To this end, trauma-informed approaches are increasingly employed as an antidote to the effect of poor-quality services, typically given to people with this diagnosis (Hopper et al., 2010, Lewis and Appleby, 1988).

Service development plans

Lighthouse has been running peer support groups for one year and plans to evaluate the benefits of adopting an approach to care that prioritises staff awareness of, and responsiveness to, the impacts of trauma. The ‘Sanctuary Approach’ (Bloom and Farragher, 2013) provides a trauma informed approach to helping, it is described as a “strengths-based framework…grounded in an understanding of, and responsiveness to, the impact of trauma,” (Hopper et al., 2010: 82).

To avoid Lighthouse adopting unhelpful and re-traumatising historical approaches, we conducted a patient and public involvement (PPI) consultation, involving volunteering service users and asking for three things that help and three that hurt in the helping relationship with wider services, which Lighthouse could then seek to embrace/avoid.
Results
Feedback from service users were mapped to Sanctuary’s Seven Commitments (Bloom and Farragher, 2013). There was a direct correlation for 97.7% of identified terms, indicating that Sanctuary would be an appropriate framework to consider. These data are being feedback to the PPI participants to seek support to adopt the Sanctuary model into the service. The Lighthouse team will then plan to develop a participatory action research study to introduce the Sanctuary model and evaluate its longer-term impact.

Conclusion
This work has helped address Lighthouse member concerns regarding their difficulties in relationship with services; it has increased staff knowledge and understanding of trauma informed approaches; and helped shape a future research study centred in implementing a new model of care.
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